
1. Open your browser and 
enter the anaconda website

2. Scroll down and click on ‘Download Anaconda’



1. Choose your OS

2. Download the python 3.6 version



•  Depending on your operating system, a .sh (linux), .pkg (mac 
OS) or .exe (Windows) will be downloaded. 


• Execute the respective files and follow the installation 
instructions


• When installing anaconda, skip the last part where it suggests 
you to install Microsoft VSCode



Skip this



• Mac OS and Linux: 


1. Go into the folder where you saved the jupyter notebook 
(.ipynb data format)


2. Open the terminal


3. Type: ‘jupyter notebook’


4. A window in your web browser will open where you can 
click on the notebooks or create new ones (see slide 9)



• Windows OS:


1. Open the Windows menu bar


2. Search for: ‘anaconda promt’


3. A terminal will open


4. Switch into the folder you saved the .ipynb files with ‘cd 
FOLDER’


5. Type: ‘jupyter notebook’



Open



1.Example: create a Folder where you save the .ipynb data

2. into the folder

3. With the command ‘dir’ you see the content 
of the folder

4. Open Jupiter notebook 



If you want to open and create a new 
notebook, click on ‘New’ and chose the 

‘Python 3’ environment
If you want to open an existing file, it would 

appear here; click and go



a new notebook - navigation

with this button you can save 
your file

In case the Jupiter notebook kernel crashes 
you can interrupt it here (left button) and 

restart (right button ) it here  

here you can rename the .ipynb file

this is one cell where you will start coding  



this checkbox should be set to ‘Code’ when 
writing python 3 code into the cells

importing numpy and pressing ‘shift’+’enter’ 
will automatically create a new cell



Note that the edge of a cell is colored green, 
when writing in it. This color indicates that 
operations are being done within the cell  



By pressing into the the line on the left of the cell, the manipulation 
within the cell is deactivated. Note how the color of the edge turns 

blue. This color indicates that not operations, regarding the cells itself 
can be done. Also note the mark of the line as ‘reference line’ in the 

following slide.



By pressing ‘a’ on the keyboard, a new 
line on top the reference line is created 

Note that the box around the reference line is still marked as blue, therefore, if 
you want to work in one cell you created, click into it, such that the box around 

it becomes green. If you want to perform cell operations with respect to the 
new cells, activate the respective cell, sah that the box around it appears blue, 

and do as you wish.

By pressing ‘b’ on the keyboard, a new 
line below the reference line is created 

By pressing ‘x’ and a cell, where cell operations are activated (blue edge), the cell can 
be deleted. If you accidentally delete a cell and want to undo it, click on edit and ‘Undo 

Delete Cells’. This will restore the deleted cell.



Giving a print order in a cell and pressing ‘shit’+’enter’ will yield the result directly under 
the active cell. This reflects a nice feature of the jupyter notebooks, namely that the 

result of a piece of code can be seen directly, which makes it very comprehensive how 
parts of a code perform different things. Of course in the end one can always write a 

script without fragmenting everything into cells, for the coding process itself however, 
especially in scientific analysis, this comes in handy. Here all the elements within numpy 

are printed.



‘Code’ is not the only option in this checkbox. When writing 
longer comments for example which should be detached from 
the code (not only commented out with #text for one line  or 
‘’’text’’’ more lines), on can use a cell to activate ‘Markdown’ 
within it. Just start writing your text and ‘shift’+’enter’ when 

done to get a plane text within this cell.

Setting a #+’space’ 
before the text, will 

create a title like 
object. This is nice for 

structuring your 
exercises



This is what the 
dummy title looks like

A new cell also opens with 
‘Code’ as standard mode



a new notebook - navigation

if you go back into the directory where you started Jupiter 
notebook, the notebook will appear here, ready to be 

opened and worked with again


